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Toyota 4x4 all is new under the cassie and hood , ground up rebuild, all mods that can be put in
it , and still be street legal, smitty bars ,. This is a Toyota Trailblazer. Runs and Drives. California
Car. No major rust; surface rust only. Some body issues straight, rust-free replacement hood to
be included. Only of these vehicles were sold in the US between the years of A similar version
of this vehicle were also made by Winnebago, the Trekker. Trekkers are much more common
than the Trailblazer, but only vary slightly. The Trailblazer and Trekker conversions had all the
off-road capabilities and reliability of the Toyota 4x4 pickups with the added interior space
created by enclosing the bed in a fiberglass shell. The conversions also included a back seat
with ample leg room. Known as the predecessor to the 4Runner, Toyota discontinued the
partnerships with Griffith and Winnebago and started producing the 4Runners in ConditionThis
vehicle runs and drives, but has some trouble starting needs a new starter. Exterior: The body
is in decent condition considering its age. There is no major rust issues, just surface rust. The
original hood is warped; straight replacement hood included pictured. Additionally there are
some body defects all of which are pictured. Interior: Most of the interior is intact ranging from
good to poor condition. Dash is crack-free and in good condition. Headliner is intact and in
good condition. Some of the upholstery is brittle, cracking or missing. Carpet is present, but in
poor condition. All Griffith and Trailblazer insignia intact. ShippingShipping is not included in
the selling price. Contact seller for details. Model Tercel. Was running fine until last week. Can
be driven for about 3 miles before overheating. Local shop said it has blown head gasket. This
is a 5 speed manual transmission with 4 wheel drive. Transmission, clutch, and 4 wheel drive
work fine. The air conditioning does not work. Body has a few surface rust spots but there is no
rust through and no dents of any size. Interior is clean. Driver seat has a couple of small holes
but is not torn. Right front CV joint clicks when turned to right at low speed so this will be
something to replace but does not click when driving. Radiator drain spigot has a slow drip and
I bought a replacement spigot but did not install yet. Clear Oregon title and currently licensed
until February, Located in Gold Beach, Oregon southern coast. Payment by Paypal within 48

hours of purchase. You may leave it on my property for up to 30 days with no charge. Model
Land Cruiser. Over 5 million AutoCheck reports are run by consumers, dealers and auto
auctions each month. The seller shall not be responsible for the correct description,
authenticity, genuineness, or defects herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith.
No allowance or set aside will be made on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or
damage. Any descriptions or representations are for identification purposes only and are not to
be construed as a warranty of any type. Please realize you are buying a used vehicle and repairs
will be part of your ownership and not our responsibility or liability to help you with these costs
no matter when and if they happen. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly
inspected the vehicle, and to have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and
to bid or buy based upon that judgement solely. Any 3rd party inspections will be done at
sellers location before auction or listing close. Seller assumes no responsibility for any repairs
regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle. These statements intend to cover the many
methods that a very small minority of buyers may could use to try to take advantage of our
ethical business practices if not covered up front. Buyer of this vehicle agrees to the terms of
this as-is sale buy bidding or buying. About Us We love vehicles! No matter if it goes by land,
sea or air we are into them! This business is truly our passion and I thank the good lord above
we are doing what we love! It just does not get any better really enjoying your job! We do things
quite differently. We are not just your typical dealer with a small patch of gravel and moble
office! We have a state of the art square foot dealership with an indoor showroom and are very
customer service friendly! We have over 20 years experience in the automotive industry so we
know how to take care of customers and details and through the process treat you right just
give us a try and see! We are here to stay and not some fly by night sled runners! If you choose
not to do this we have no choice but to remove and block you from bidding. We fully realize we
have to start somewhere feedback wise and there are bumps in the road. So if you are a
reasonable person you will know where we are coming from so please comply and do as we
ask. Winning bidder please contact us within 24 hours of auction end and let us know how and
when you plan to handle completing your purchase. Pay Pal is preferred but you can easily over
night a verifiable cashiers check or money order. The remainder is due within 5 days of auction
end. If no contact is made within 24 hours we reserve the right to re-list the vehicle, sell it to the
next high bidder, or sell it otherwise. Something you should be aware of! Most banks and credit
unions do not finance vehicles older than 's or with more than K miles. However a lot of lenders
may loan the money on you and not just the vehicle if you have a good relationship with them
but please do us all a favor and make sure if financing your purchase that your financial
institution accepts you the vehicle, year and miles of this unit before bidding that all should be
understood but please get all that squared away prior to bidding. Buyer is responsible for
pickup or shipping of this vehicle. She is located in Canton Ga We can keep vehicle at our
location for up to two weeks at after sale date if you need longer than this time we will try to
work with you. If you wish to have it shipped using a service, we will gladly cooperate with your
shipper on a time that's good for them and us! We deal with shippers all the time and know how
to get the pick up squared away and yes a large 18 wheeler can access our facility. You can get
a shipping quote by contacting us and we can arrange shipping for you! If you are not sure
about something, please ask! Do not assume anything not listed is included. We reserve the
right to cancel bids for excessive negative feedback. We reserve the right to end the listing if
the vehicle is no longer available for sale. Please do not bid on this auction unless you are
serious about owning this vehicle. We are very familiar with the laws about on line bidding so
you know this is a legally binding contract and non paying bidders will be held responsible in
case of an auction default and the costs incurred, and negative feedback will be posted. Any
disputes over this transaction will be handled thru a third party binding arbitration in Cherokee
County Georgia. Winning bidder agrees to our terms and conditions by bidding on this auction.
As of March 1st no matter if you purchace a vehicle from an individual or dealer and you are a
Georgia residence and vehicle will be reg in Georgia you the buyer are required to pay the new
TAVT "Title Ad Valorem Tax" this fee is based on the vehicles 6. Instead, these vehicles will be
subject to a new TAVT that is based on the value of the vehicle as outlined above. We can also
provide a 30 day temp tag at no charge! We are required by Georgia dmv to process your title
for Georgia residence in your name so please have a current Georgia licence with a good
address so you will receive title from state the fee the state charges is We have a The document
fee is for everyone including dealers added to all final winning auctions once res is met or
accepted price that is less than our locally advertised price! Out of state buyers will pay their
own tax's and fees in there own state. The We do not collect other states tax or fees, that is
something you will take care of when you reg and title your new ride! So all out of state buyers
are required to pay is winning auction price and document fee that includes 30 day temporary

tag as stated above. All vehicles are sold as-is unless otherwise specified. I have done my best
to accurately describe this vehicle. It is up to the buyer to come see and further inspect the car
before the end of the auction. This is a one of a kind Land Cruiser and bet you will not likley find
another set up just like this beauty its truly impressive! This one has the look and equipment
that set it apart! This one has had a professional 5. This one was required to pass emissions in
California after conversion see picture of Certificate label. Miles listed in ad are what are
showing on odometer. The conversion has far less and was done in so miles are not actual on
engine and such the FJ will be sold miles exempt non-actual. This beauty runs and drives super
strong and is a pleasure to drive and as a matter of fact we have put over trouble free miles on
this one and had zero issues great oil pressure and runs cool on engine temp and loves the hwy
70 plus mph no problem! Super nice high glossy tan paint and clean body and paint looks very
original and has org Toyota stripe kit! Super nice interior with leather look vynal seats! Tight
mellow exhaust system with high flow cat converter! Nice tidy dash! Nice headliner! Clean vynal
flooring and HD rear cargo mat! Guage pkg with oil pressure, volt guage, eng temp, fuel guage
and all work! Nice chrome bumpers! Nice clean Glass! Nice engine bay! Nice undercarrage! This
is one tough rig and has the right feel look and stance! New owner should love this one and
with proper care it should be a great one for next owner! See our other listings? Also you can
view our many other listings going on right now for more great finds by simply looking in my
ebay store and clicking on the tab marked ebay store in the upper right hand of this listing!
Solid Ca vehicle! The previous owner looks like they were a non-smoker. This shows like a
garage kept vehicle its hard to duplicate years of love and care and this is one of those cared
for units! The engine on this vehicle is running well and feels strong. The exterior finish on this
FJ is in good condition. The interior is in excellent condition and seats are soft nice and could
not show much nicer for age. This vehicle has a smooth shifting transmission. Take a moment
to visit my ebay store by clicking on the tab in top right of this listing to see the many other
vehicles we have listed right now on ebay! If you are over miles from our zip code some of our
local classified ebay listings will not show so you can use the advanced search tab on ebay and
search dealer vehicles closest to zip code ! If you have any questions about this or any of my
other auctions please feel free to contact me via e-mail or you can call us for a quicker response
on our local Thank you for your interest and we look forward to hearing from you you can ask
for David Mosley or Danny Ryder! If you are new to ebay and have a 0 next to your user name or
if you have bad feedback please contact us before you bid with your intentions and full contact
info so we can be assured you are familiar with on line bidding and assure us you realize you
are bidding to purchase. This auction is a legally binding contract to buy this vehicle. Model
Tacoma. I cant control what new buyer does with this truck but I would hate to see this cut up to
be a rock crawler. This truck has some surface rust issues from being used as a farm truck all
its life here in north Ga. This truck underneath is completely rust free and leaks nothing. It
cranks and runs great and I personally have done three 2 hr plus trips in this truck and it drives
as tight and right as any Toyota I've ever driven. All gauges work as they should as do lights
and blinkers. I really love this old truck and hope it will go to someone who will drive it and fix it
back up to new condition. It is a tank and has many years left in it for the new owner to enjoy.
There is also some rust around inside floor boards I think from window seals not sealing good
over the years. Do your research, these trucks are near impossible to find and a restored one
brings upwards of k now. This is truly a one of kind farm find from here in Ga. Same family has
owned since new as grandfather bought new in Athens Ga and it still has original dealer plate
on front I really might keep this as this Toyota dealer was one of the first in GA and I don't have
a plate from them I collect lic plates but thats neg. This cruiser is one that was originally in the
Outback of Australia and found its way with a hop, skip, and jump to Denver Colorado. I
purchased this from the owner in Colorado who only sold it to buy a larger land cruiser. I have
had the pleasure of enjoying this beauty for over a year. Along the way I added little items that I
felt better suited this legend of a sporty utility. Here is a brief description and I'm sure I have left
something out so please call and ask if you have any questions. Cruiser is located in Glasgow
KY I will assist with shipping once item is paid for in full. Vehicle is sold as is where is with a
clear title. This cruiser is mechanically sound and runs great. I took the liberty of doing all the
mechanicals before I touched the cosmetic issues. I wouldn't be scared to drive this cruiser to
Alaska and back. Fuel mileage is around 28mpg if you can keep your foot out of it. The boost
can be adjusted but I have it relatively low. Easily monitored with the new boost and egt gauges
I installed. The heater will run you out in the winter time which is rare for these land cruisers.
New heater core, insulation, and hoses make the difference. I installed the Old Man Emu
springs, shocks, bushings and stabilizer to make this the very best possible ride on a land
cruiser. This cruiser is one attention getter. Now for the cosmetic stuff: This cruiser needs a left
and right rear panel and paint it the desert beige once installed. There is rust there so I would

replace. I was going to use the cruiser this summer and fix the panels this winter but looks like I
won't be getting around to it. They are an easy replacement. There are a few dings and dents
here and there but I am all about keeping this cruiser out of the mall parking lot. It belongs off
the beaten path. What you see is what you get. I am not trying to hide anything. These things
are a tank and a great investment. With proper maintenance they should be the last off road
vehicle you will ever buy. Be sure to compare all the options when purchasing a land cruiser.
You will find these items add up very quickly. Please call if you have any questions and I will
answer to the best of my ability. Thanks for looking. Professionally constructed at great
expense approximately nine years ago, the vehicle was completely disassembled down to the
frame and every component was rebuilt or replaced. All of the window seals were replaced
when washed, absolutely zero leaking , the seats were reupholstered and a new headliner was
installed. I personally have only seen a handful for sale over the years. Modern power steering,
air-conditioning and a host of other upgrades and performance enhancements were also
performed to make this classic FJ perform as well or better as any modern SUV. The vehicle
runs and works perfectly and has approximately 10, miles on it since the restoration odometer
works and still reads the original total mileage on vehicle of 72, This is a smooth running,
reliable FJ with impressive performance and unmatched classic looks built with great pride and
care over a three year period. So when this vehicle came on the market in my price range, I had
to have it. We knew there would no doubt be a few hurdles, but nothing that would ultimately be
a show-stopper. To back up the assertion, he graciously offered to have me send the vehicle to
him in NorCal, where he would store it in his shop and deal with the BAR inspections and take
care of any issues that the referee might come up with for corrective actions. That took a few
rounds to finally resolve and eventually he signed off on the corrections we made oh yeah, we
still had to redo the exhaust pipes from the exhaust manifold to the cat in order to change a few
inchesâ€¦as if those few inches of hollow pipe really matterâ€¦but I digress. We had to re-flash
the computer a few times in order to eliminate a bunch of codes. So we sent the computer to a
few custom shops out of state for the flashing. That was the first time he mentioned that, so
back to the drawing board. Failed us because the speedometer was reading off from actual
speed. So an adjustment gear drive was installed in order to correct that issue. Finally, the
latest failure came when they ran the computer checks to verify all the monitors have set. Here I
was, the owner of the vehicle for almost 3 years and driving and more shockingly seeing it for
the first time. I was able to get a BAR appointment for Dec 24th to see if my luck would be any
different. As you can probably guess, the results were no different. While I would love to keep
fighting these bureaucratic idiots, that believe the letter of the law trumps the spirit, I have to
concede I simply do not have the patients or time anymore. As with any older car even one that
is essentially modern, yet restored a decade ago , there are some minor issues that I personally
would eventually address. The jump-seats are included in the purchase, but there are currently
speakers installed where the rear seats should mount. Also, there is a tear on the driver seat
upholster on surface - does not go all the way through material that I would correct when I
matched the rear seats. While I appreciate the utility of the spayed liner bed, I had no visions of
using this FJ as a hard-core off-roader. The spots were disclosed to me when I bought it and
they have not grown any bigger. Not a huge deal, but I would clean it up just the same. No doubt
sitting for multiple years and not being used has taken its toll on the coolant in the system.
Good luck. Was started up yesterday and still runs. Could be fixed, but selling as is. Comes with
clear title. Delivery available, ask if interested. Call and ask for Tiger. Model FJ Cruiser. Because
of my new career and needing to carry clients around in my car, I must sell my beloved FJ. A list
of all of the modifications are listed below. You can see that the FJ is amazing and a real
eye-catcher. The Land Cruiser nameplate survives to this day, in fact, but affixed to a much
bigger, much more expensive vehicle. The FJ Cruiser backs up its distinctive, retro-esque
styling with serious off-road capability, thanks to features like body-on-frame construction, big
tires, available four-wheel drive with two-speed transfer case and available locking rear
differential. Equipped with water-resistant seat fabric, rubber flooring, removable rear seat
bottoms and big control knobs designed for easy operation when wearing gloves, the FJ
Cruiser's interior is decidedly purpose-built. Still, it's a very comfortable cabin for front and rear
passengers alike, even if entering or leaving the rear seat through the small rear-hinged doors
is tough to do elegantly. The rear cargo area isn't huge, but convenient hooks and tie-downs
add functionality. A color-keyed center cluster adds a touch of whimsy. Exterior: With two
smallish round headlamps flanking a low-profile, rectangular grille, the FJ Cruiser's face
provides the strongest link to its FJ40 ancestry. The contrasting white roof, wraparound rear
glass and available roof rack are also familiar. Exterior features worth noting are the FJ
Cruiser's big inch tires, three windshield wipers and available side mirror-mounted lamps.
Toyota also offers plenty of add-ons geared toward off-road duty. Options for off-roaders

include a rear differential lock, A-TRAC active traction control and an inclinometer. Under the
Hood: A sophisticated aluminum V6 anchors three powertrain combinations that include a
five-speed automatic transmission coupled with either two-wheel-drive or a part-time
four-wheel-drive system, or a six-speed manual transmission teamed with a full-time
four-wheel-drive system. Four-wheel-drive models include a two-speed transfer case. Off-road
capability is enhanced with locking differentials and electronic traction controls. Rock-crawling
specs include approach and departure angles of 34 and 30 degrees, respectively 32 and 29
degrees for two-wheel drive models. The FJ Cruiser has an independent front suspension and
solid rear axle, and its maximum towing capacity is 5, pounds. Overall condition its great for a
30 year old car. Rust free car all around. This is not a negotiable term. All non-paying high
bidders will be reported to Ebay, and negative feedback posted. The truck runs flawlessly, starts
every time, shifts smoothly, and is an absolute blast to drive. SR5 trim package, 5 speed
manual, power steering, power brakes,7 ft bed with new black Line-X bedliner. For more
frog parts diagram
2004 pontiac grand prix headlight bulb
2007 honda accord maintenance
pictures and info please email me at [email removed] or text me at For more pictures and info
please email me at natalieaitken5 gmail. Imported to the US, rare and hard to find here with the
factory 3 B naturally aspirated non-turbo diesel engine. Mileage not guaranteed to be accurate
as speedometer is intermittent at times. Painted recently, decent paint job but not showroom
perfect. Has some dents as to be expected from a vehicle of this caliber. She will do 25MPG
plus. Email me with questions. Georgetown, TX. Martinsburg, WV. Fitzwilliam, NH. South
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